TSVAREA@IETF106

Mirja Kühlewind and Magnus Westerlund (remotely)
Note Well

This is a reminder of IETF policies in effect on various topics such as patents or code of conduct. It is only meant to point you in the right direction. Exceptions may apply. The IETF's patent policy and the definition of an IETF "contribution" and "participation" are set forth in BCP 79; please read it carefully.

As a reminder:

- By participating in the IETF, you agree to follow IETF processes and policies.
- If you are aware that any IETF contribution is covered by patents or patent applications that are owned or controlled by you or your sponsor, you must disclose that fact, or not participate in the discussion.
- As a participant in or attendee to any IETF activity you acknowledge that written, audio, video, and photographic records of meetings may be made public.
- Personal information that you provide to IETF will be handled in accordance with the IETF Privacy Statement.
- As a participant or attendee, you agree to work respectfully with other participants; please contact the ombudsteam (https://www.ietf.org/contact/ombudsteam/) if you have questions or concerns about this.

Definitive information is in the documents listed below and other IETF BCPs. For advice, please talk to WG chairs or ADs:

- BCP 9 (Internet Standards Process)
- BCP 25 (Working Group processes)
- BCP 25 (Anti-Harassment Procedures)
- BCP 54 (Code of Conduct)
- BCP 78 (Copyright)
- BCP 79 (Patents, Participation)
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TSV Area Review Team (TSVART) UPDATE

Thank you for serving, and for providing reviews since IETF 104

Allison Mankin (1)*
Bernard Aboba (1)
Olivier Bonaventure (2)
David Black (2)
Wes Eddy (triage) (0)
Gorry Fairhurst (2)
Jana Iyengar (0)
Jörg Ott (1)
Tommy Pauly (2)
Colin Perkins (1)

Michael Tüxen (1)
Nishida Yoshifumi (1)
Bob Briscoe (0)
Kyle Rose (1)
Ian Swett
Martin Duke

*stepping down

Welcome!

Thanks Allison for your long-standing and highly-valuable service!

Thanks! These reviews really help the ADs!
TSV Area Review Team (TSVART) UPDATE

Thank you for serving, and for providing reviews since IETF 104

Allison Mankin (1)*
Bernard Aboba (1)
Olivier Bonaventure (2)
David Black (2)
Wes Eddy (triage) (0)
Gorry Fairhurst (2)
Jana Iyengar (0)
Jörg Ott (1)
Tommy Pauly (2)
Colin Perkins (1)
Michael Scharf (1)
Martin Stimerling (triage) (1)
Joe Touch (1)
Brian Trammell (0)
Michael Tübexion (1)
Nishida Yoshifumi (1)
Bob Briscoe (0)
Kyle Rose (1)
Ian Swett
Martin Duke

Thanks! These reviews really help the ADs!

Welcome!

*stepping down
Current TSV Working Groups

- **ALTO** - working to wrap up milestones with good process
- **DTN** - BPv7 Core Documents in IETF last call
- **IPPM** - registry in IESG eval soon, iOAM work on-going
- **MPTCP** - will close
- **NFSv4** - WG chair recruitment, discussing WG issues
- **QUIC** - WGLC expected for end of the year; see more later...
- **RMCAT** - all wg docs in pub. requested/with RFC editor; feedback for next 12 months
- **TAPS** - Transport Security Services in IETF last call
- **TCPM** - AccECN, ECN++ and relation to work in tsvwg
- **TRAM** - Small Steps on last WG Items: Stunbis in AUTH48, PMTUD with IESG
- **TSVWG** - Lots of discussion on L4S, SCE, Encryption of Transport Headers, Many more documents making steady progress
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RFC Editor Queue</th>
<th>RFCs Published</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>draft-ietf-rmcat-nada-13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>draft-ietf-alto-xdom-disc-06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>draft-ietf-tram-turnbis-29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>draft-ietf-ippm-stamp-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Code of Conduct in the IETF

“The IETF strives, through these guidelines for conduct, to create and maintain an environment in which every person is treated with dignity, decency, and respect.”

BCP 54 (RFC 7154)
Chairs and other issues in TSV :-)

- ADs are responsible for assigning chairs
  - When chair positions are open we try to use this to train up new
    - Unfortunately very little possible open in the last years
    - **However, let us know if you are interested in chairing!**
  - Need to manage problems or conflicts
    - **Please provide feedback to us about chairs!**

- **Question:** Should we rotate WG chairs?
  - Continuity vs. training new chairs (and future ADs)
  - Dependency of chairing position to funding
  - Chair changes in long-running or for focused groups?
Port request and registration stats

Experts Team
- TCP/UDP: Joe Touch (lead); Eliot Lear, Allison Mankin, Markku Kojo, Kumiko Ono, Martin Stiemerling, Lars Eggert, Alexey Melnikov*, Wes Eddy, Brian Trammell, and Jana Iyengar
- SCTP: Allison Mankin and Michael Tuexen
- DCCP: Eddie Kohler and Yoshifumi Nishida

* not active as currently in AD role (till March)

- **RFC6335:** Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) Procedures for the Management of the Service Name and Transport Protocol Port Number Registry (2011)
- **RFC7605:** Recommendations on Using Assigned Transport Port Numbers (2015)
  - Probably more guidance on service discovery and use of port numbers in controlled environments needed!
Port Assignment Statistics

2017
- Admin-closed: 22; 23%
- Assigned: 36; 38%
- Rejected: 31; 32%
- Withdrawn: 7; 7%

Total: 96

2018
- Admin-closed: 29; 30%
- Assigned: 19; 19%
- Rejected: 37; 38%
- Withdrawn: 13; 13%

Total: 98
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